Progressive coding is an important feature of compression schemes.
INTRODUCTION
A progressive image code is such that a sequence of prefixes of the code can be interpreted by the decoder, yielding reconstructions whose quality increases monotonically with the length of the prefix. This is a useful property because it allows to stop decoding at an early stage if one is already satisfied with the quality of the reconstructed image or if the image is not appropriate. Most modem compression schemes such as the embedded wavelet coder of Shapiro [SI or JPEG2000 generate progressive image codes.
Standard fractal image coding [4]
is a spatial domain technique. The code consists of parameters for a contractive affine transformation, which when iterated, converges to an approximation of the original image. The affine transformation is given by a partition of the image into blocks, which are approximated by downsampled, scaled, and grey-level shifted blocks of the same image. In this setting, the progressive transmission of the fractal code is a difficult task because the relative importance of the transformation parameters is not obvious. Fractal image coding can also be done in the wavelet domain [3] allowing the generation of progressive codes [2] .
We first define a rate-distortion optimality criterion for the transmission of an image code. Our objective is to reorder the bit-stream such that the reconstruction error is monotonically decreasing and minimum at intermediate rates. We use Lagrange optimization to design a spatial domain progressive fractal coder that satisfies the optimality criterion. Our encoder sends the bits of the fractal code ;according to rate-distortion importance, and the decoder recovers this ordering by retracing the optimization procedure of the encoder without requiring any side information bits. Our approach is similar to the one used in [6] for wavelet coders.
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PROGRESSIVE CODING: THEORY
The bit-stream of any image code contains values for parameters used by the compression method. These parameters can be represented by one or more bits. Our goal is to order the parameters so that if the corresponding bit-stream is stopped at some point, the image reconstruction based on the partial knowledge of the code is optimal for the number of bits received.
Let us denote the set of the parameters with R. The image code is given by a mapping Q : R t {O,l}+, where {0,1}+ it the set of all finite sequences of bits. For each parameter w E R we denote the number of bits in &(U) by !(U). For A C R we set -. , -, , e(A) = C w E . 4 e(w) ' We formulate the problem of progressive coding as follows. Suppose that the bit-stream is stoppedafter receivingthe bits corresponding to the set of parameters A C R with m = !(A). If the decoder can identify A , along with the order of transmitted bits in A then it will know Q ( w ) for all w E A. Then the decoder must apply a bit assignment strategy Q A : R \ A + {0,1}+ for the remaining unknown parameters w E R \ A. By defining a full code Q A as Q A ( w ) = Q ( w ) for w E A and QA(u) = Q A ( w ) otherwise, the decoder may proceed to produce a reconstruction yielding some error E ( A ) . We denote by P the set of all A C R for which the decoder has an assignment strategy @ A . We shall see in Section 4 that there exist subsets of R not belonging to P .
Suppose that the bit-stream is allowed to be stopped at n successive points, where the nth point is the end of the total bitstream. At each stage k = 1, . . . , n, the received bits will correspond to a parameter set Ak € P, where A, = 52. Thus we have a sequence A1 C A2 C . . . C A, of parameter sets, which correspond to the stages of the progressive transmission.
Let ml < m2 < . . . < m, = ((0) be a sequence of numbers defining the rate constraints. The code Q together with the parameter ordering A1 C Az c . . . C A,, = R, where Ak E P for k = 1,. . . , n, is called an optimal progressive code with respect to the error measure E under the given rate constraints if E(&) = min{E(A) I A E P , A 3 Ak--l,e(A) 5 m k } , (1) for all stages k = 1, . . . , n with A0 = 0.
An optimal progressive codeddecoder system can be obtained as follows. The encoder uses an optimization procedure to successively generate the parameter sets Ak satisfying (1) based on the bits generated in stage k -1. The decoder uses the same optimization procedure and mirrors the parameter subset generation of the encoder. In this way, the decoder is able to track the bit-stream and to interpret the incoming bits.
Generating the parameter subsets of the progressive code is a constrained optimization problem. We use the Lagrange multiplier method to handle the rate constraints. The Lagrange functional is defined as L ( A , X ) = E ( A ) + XC(A), for A E P and X 2 0.
Given the real parameters A1 2 . . . 2 A,, we generate an optimal progressive code with the following algorithm. We set Ao = 8
and define
The parameter sets A1 C . . . C A, generated by the above algorithm will satisfy ( I ) for the rate constraints mi := [(Ak). k = 1 , . . . , n. The parameters Xk, k = 1,. . . , n, are determined by a search method such that m; is close to m k .
FRACTAL CODING
In fractal image compression, the encoder finds a contractive image operator T whose fixed point f~ is an approximation to the original image f. The and bp = 1~.
used to approximate R, are orthogonal. It follows from the least squares method that where (., .) denotes the inner product, 11 . 112 the Euclidian norm, and IR;I the number ofpixels in R,. We note that llbPlli = lR,l.
Thus the value of IlbpIIz depends only on the partition. The ap- 
PROGRESSIVE FRACTAL CODING
In this section we discuss the concepts of progressive coding from Section 2 for fractal image compression. We explain the parameter set R, the set P of feasible parameter subsets A C R, the bit assignment strategy @A for completing a partial code, and finally two choices of the error measure E used in (I) and (2).
As described in Section 3, a fractal code consists of the binary representation of the header information including the image partitioning in n~ range blocks, and the binary representation of the list of tuples (Dt, si, o,), i = 1,. . . , TLR, each one consuming TZD, + ns + no bits. We define the parameters w E R for progressive coding as follows.
1. The header is a parameter.
2. Each bit in the binary representations of the scaling and offset numbers si and o, is a parameter, except the most significant bit of each scaling factor si.
3. For i = 1 , . . . , n~, the most significant bit of the scaling factor s,, together with all R . D~ bits for the address of the corresponding domain block D, is a parameter.
The motivation for these choices follows from the principle that the parameters should be regarded as atomic in the sense that any proper part of the binary representation of a parameter is useless for the purpose of decoding. Therefore, the header information should not be allowed to be split into several parameters; it is vital for the interpretation of the rest of the code. Also the domain block address is meaningful only as an entity; a partial address typically points to an unrelated domain block. Furthermore, the address still is useless if no information about the corresponding scaling factor is available. Thus, the minimal useful entity is the domain block address together with the most significant bit of the binary representation of the corresponding scaling factor. TheJengths I(w), of these parameters are simply given by the number of corresponding bits, i.e., I, 1 + 7 1~~. and the number of bits of the header.
We now define the set P of feasible parameter subsets A C R so that we can derive a suitable heuristic bit assignment strategies @A for complements R\A. We give this definition in the form of two rules:
1. For A E P , the header parameter is contained in A. 2. If A contains a parameter corresponding to a bit of the binary representation of a scaling factor si or of an offset o,, then A contains all parameters corresponding to the bits of the scaling factor or the offset that are more significant.
The first rule ensures that the header is sent first in any progressive code. The second rule implies that bits for scaling factors and offsets are sent in order of significance.
For a feasible parameter set A E P the natural bit assignment strategy @A : R\A -+ (0, 1)' is as follows. If no bits for a scaling factor si are in A, then set the bits of si such that si = 0.
Thus, the domain address becomes irrelevant and it can be chosen arbitrarily. In all other cases, set to 0 all bits of si and of oi that are not in A, except for the most significant ones of these, which are set to 1. In this way the scaling factors and offsets are dequantized to numbers in the center of the corresponding intervals that are prescribed by the information already contained in A.
For the error measure E ( A ) in the optimization we consider the collage error. Assume that we have received the partial progressive code Q(A). We then complete the code by +A(R\A). The first term on the right hand side is the collage error of the complete fractal code. It does not depend on A and may be precomputed (or omitted) for the optimization. With these settings a progressive fractal code with respect to collage error E can be constructed using the Lagrange multiplier method in Section 2. However, using this scheme the decoder is not able to identify the parameters belonging to the received partial code Q(A). We solve this problem as follows. At stage k the progressive encoder uses the error measure E ( A ) and the length function I ( w ) in order to derive the next parameters Ak+l\Ak of the code using (1). We modify E ( A ) and l(w) such that the decoder is capable of retracing the optimization of the encoder. We omit the constant term in . Since the partition is received at the beginning, the value IlbpII; is known to the decoder. With the scaling factors and offsets modeled as independent and uniformly distributed random vaiiables we can straightforwardly compute appropriate expectations yielding the estimates E (~s A ,~ -sil') and
We now discuss the estimation X A ,~ of IlbSlli. Recall that domain block in the original image for the i-th range block Ri. Let f~, denote the image reconstruction of the decoder at stage k. We construct the corresponding domain block using the current reconstruction f~, in place of the original f and denote it by b:,&. If the domain block address (and the most significant scaling bit) are already included in Ak we set X A ,~ = Ilb;,,ll;. Otherwise, bq,k is zero, and we must estimate 11 bf 1 1 ; by other means.
The number s211b:ll; is equal to the variance in the range block Ri of the reconstruction fr multiplied by the number of pixels in the range. Therefore we use an estimate X A ,~ for IlbSll; that is proportional to the variance of the current reconstruction f~, in a neighborhood N, of the range block R,, e.g., given by the pixels bordering R,. The computation of optimal progressive codes with respect to collage error (4) or the estimate (5) is not practical by straightforward exhaustive search in (2). The error models E ( A ) and E'(A) each consist of 2nR terms (ignoring the first constant sum in (4)) which allows us to rewrite the Lagrangian L ( A , A) as a sum of 2 n~ corresponding terms. Each one of these terms concerns errors regarding only one range block as they depend on parameters containing bits for the scaling factor or bits for the offset. Therefore each of the 2 n R Lagrangian terms may be minimized independently from all others.
For the computation of E ( A ) and E'(A) we note that all involved terms may be precomputed as soon as the partition is available, except for the estimates X A ,~, which require iterative decoding off=, at each stage IC. For this repeated decoding fast update methods can he used [5].
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
We computed optimal progressive fractal codes w.r.t. collage errors E and E' for the Lenna image (5 12 x 5 12) originally compressed to 0.5 bits/pixels yielding a compressed file size of 16 KB.
The target rate constraints were defined as m k = 16k/100 KB, k = 1 , . . . ,100. The results are shown in Figure 1 which displays the achieved image reconstruction quality as the percentage of the received code increases. The two top curves display the ideal case of optimal progressive coding w.r.t. collage error E. The solid curve shows the collage errors and the broken curve slightly below it is for the corresponding reconstruction error. This is only an ideal result, since the decoder cannot attribute the received code to the parameters without additional side information that is not included in the bit rate. Therefore, we may regard the top curves as upper limits of the achievable performance in progressive coding. A practical result is optimal progressive coding w.r.t. collage error estimates E' and shown by the third curve. It is about 2 to 3 dB PSNR below the upper bound of the ideal progressive coder. The last curve at the bottom in Figure 1 shows the poor performance when using the normally ordered hit-stream, where the bits for the n = 8.6%. PSNR=20.22 dB n = 54%, PSNR=30.15 dB n -= 24%. PSNR=25.97 dB n = 100%. PSNR=33.52 dB Our work motivates an improved bit allocation of fractal codes simply by letting an optimal progressive coder truncate the output code at a certain percentage of the total rate. Figure 3 shows the results for a range of compression ratios for the test image and parameter settings as above. The coder outputting only 80% of the original rate performed best, yielding gains in PSNR up to 0.6 dB.
Let us summarize. We designed an optimal progressive fractal image coder in the spatial domain. A Lagrange optimization based on performance estimates determines an optimal order of the code bits. The decoder recovers this order and produces high quality reconstructions early on. Although we used quadtree partitions, the method applies to other partitions as well. 
